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Blue, blue, my world is blue
Blue is my world now I'm without you
Grey, grey, my life is grey
Cold is my heart since you went away
Red, red, my eyes are red
Crying for you alone in my bed
Green, green, my jealous heart
I doubted you and now we're apart
Chorus
When we met how the bright sun shone
Then love died, now the rainbow is gone
Dick
Remember, together
We'd stay in love forever
You promised to stand by me, now
I don't believe you will ever
Do all the things that you said you'd do
Now the sun in the sky is an ember
Your love's untrue and my love is blue
Black, black, the nights I've known
Longing for you so lost and alone
Blue, blue, my world is blue
Blue is my world now I'm without you
Rap
Blue, a melancholy hue
The colour of the sky and of some suede shoe
The colour of my spirit when I'm far away from you
If my life would be a colour, then that colour would be Blue
Red, my colour when I'm mad
When my blood in a flood flows directly to my head
Turning everything the colour of the sky at sunset
'Cos you've gone away from me and made me feel so bad
So sad
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Repeat chorus
Dick
Remember, together
We'd stay in love forever
You promised to stand by me, now
I don't believe you will ever
Do all the things that you said you'd do
Now the sun in the sky is an ember
Your love's untrue and my love is Blue
Blue, blue, my world is blue
Blue is my world now I'm without you
Grey, grey, my life is grey
Cold is my heart since you went away
Rap
Blue, a melancholy hue
The colour of the sky and of some suede shoe
The colour of my spirit when I'm far away from you
If my life would be a colour, then that colour would be Blue
Red, my colour when I'm mad
When my blood in a flood flows directly to my head
Turning everything the colour of the sky at sunset
'Cos you've gone away from me and made me feel so bad
So sad
Green, I' ll tell you what it means
It's the colour of your pallor when you're being mean
It's the dark part of the heart of the Wicked Queen
Ask the mirror on the wall and it will say you're looking Green
Black, the colour of attack
The colour of my triumph when I get my own back
The opposite of White, the soul redeeming light
The colour I might be if I could make it all right...
Well, I might
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